Objective: discuss about environmental problems and find new solutions to those problems

Description:

- Choose a comfortable outdoor place, or indoor depending on weather conditions, where participants can sit and discuss the topic.
- Start asking participants what are the main global environmental problems in their opinion, do a brainstorming about the subject. (5 minutes)
- Divide participants in small groups, 4-5 participants depending on the total number of participants. (3 minutes)
- Ask the groups to do a list of all environmental problems they know in their community. (5 minutes)
- Ask them to discuss and choose one listed problem. From that problem they have to discuss what the causes are and what the consequences of that problem are for the community. (15 minutes)
- In order to help listing causes and consequences, each group must do a “problem tree”.
- After doing a “problem tree” analysis, each group should find out new solutions to those problems and list a set of tasks needed to adopt that new solution. (30 minutes)
- Join all participants in a big group, let each group present their solutions to the big group and discuss those solutions. (20 minutes depending on the number of groups)
- Choose one solution and try to implement it.

Material needed: Comfortable room or outdoor space; pens/markers; paper; flipchart.

Time needed: Around 60-90 minutes for all activity, depending on the number of participants.